
TASTER SESSIONS
AT MONOUX 
S IXTH FORM



C REATIVE

Media & Film Production

Frame shots like a boss by the learning the 
composition tricks and techniques used by 
professional cinematographers. Then apply 
these skills by recording a short dialogue 
sequence using our industry standard 
equipment. If students would rather be 
in front of the camera and not behind 
it – great – they can put those acting 
skills to some good use and see how their 
performance looks when it is cut together in 
the edit suit.

Games Design

In our Games Design workshop students 
learn how to sculpt their own character in 
3D. They will explore a range of software 
used by industry professionals to create 2D 
and 3D Games.

Art & Design

Explore drawing from new perspectives 
using sight and other senses. Students will 
use a range of drawing materials to explore 
new approaches to drawing and mark 
making.

Performing Arts

Students will spend the session bringing 
scenes to life in our dedicated theatre. 
Equipped with lighting and sound systems, 
they will get to take away information on 
Performing Arts courses available at all 
levels.

Graphic Communication

Graphic Communication is an exciting 
introduction to visual arts. Graphic 
Communication allows and encourages 
ideas to be formed using traditional 
drawing, mixed media and computer skills.

Design Engineer Construct (DEC)

The course is an exciting and engaging 
blend of creativity and technical analysis. 
Students will be introduced to relevant 
industry standard software and develop the 
skills to evaluate and present a sustainable 
design project.

DIGITAL

Intro to programming using Python

Python is an easy and fun language to 
learn. It is now one of the most popular 
programming languages, suitable for 
almost any task from developing graphical 
user interfaces to building web applications.

Drone school

Student's will get to use there wit and skills 
to programme a drone around an obstacle 
course. They will learn coding to pilot a 
drone through extreme manoeuvres and 
educate students about problem-solving.

SOCIETY & CULTURE

Journalism

There’s a growing trend in schools/
education of how to spot fake news and 
how to combat it. Students get to have 
some fun looking into how fake news is 
created and how it is propagated, by whom 
and for what ends.

English Language/Literature

The session will guide students through 
A level English material. They will get 
an understanding of the ways in which 
author’s use language to create effects and 
convey ideas, identify and comment on 
inconsistencies in the ways characters are 
presented at different times.

SCIEN C E & HEALTH

Physics - Astronomy  

This session includes a lab session, tutorial 
and a lecture designed to indicate the sort 
of topics and type of tasks that they will 
undertake during a physics class. Students 
will experience a hands on practical activity 
in the laboratories. 

Chemistry – Bonding over chemistry  

Do students see themselves as a future 
Doctor, Pharmacist or Scientist? In this 
session students will be given a highlight 
on the key skills needed at KS5 Chemistry 
including practical, analytical and simple 
molar calculations. 

Psychology – Personality testing  

Personality testing refers to techniques that 
are used to accurately and consistently 
measure personality. Student will be 
analysing and interpreting data. 

Health & Social Care  

Health and Social care is one of the largest 
employment sectors in the world. Students 
will have the opportunity to explore the 
subject further and use our simulated 
hospital and care home area. Students will 
have to use their cognitive and problem-
solving skills whilst approaching non-routine 
problems and applying expert and creative 
solutions.

To book your place please contact our schools outreach team at: 
Email: schools@sgmc.ac.uk  |  Tel: 0208 523 3455

• Students will learn and discover more 
about our six dynamic pathways 

• Experience further education through 
subject specific sessions facilitated 
by lecturers and current students 

• Discover all the facilities available at 
our campus 

• Develop your students understanding 
and confidence through our interactive 
sessions and workshops 

• Explore what future careers and 
pathways await after Monoux College.

AFTERNOON SESSIONS
TIME:  1 :00PM - 3:00PM 

• 1:00pm  Arrival
• 1:15pm  Session 1 begins
• 2:15pm Session 2 begins
• 3:00pm  Finish and depart

MORNING SESSIONS
TIME:  9:15M - 11 :15AM 

• 9:15am  Arrival
• 9:30am  Session 1 begins
• 10:30am Session 2 begins
• 11:15am Finish and depart

Our Taster sessions are designed to let 
your students experience college life 
first hand. Students will have the 
opportunity to take part in hands-on 
fun and practical sessions.

These sessions are perfect for students 
across all year groups, and are open to 
whole classes and small groups. Teachers 
or tutors are encouraged to accompany 
their groups on the day.

We offer both morning and afternoon 
sessions. If required, we can work with 
you to develop a tailored programme 
and timings to suit your school. If required. 
A minimum of five students are required 
for a taster session to take place.



LEGAL & FINANCE

Economics – Economics and you

Economics is everywhere and it can be 
applied to almost everything. We will show 
students some of the traditional and more 
diverse areas where economics is relevant.  

Maths -Advanced math

Rather than just stick with GCSE content, 
students take a slightly different approach 
by building on their knowledge and 
introducing the idea of complex numbers.

Business – Dragons Den

Students are given the opportunity to 
take part in the College's version of 
the BBC's 'Dragons' Den'. The session 
provides students with the opportunity to 
demonstrate their entrepreneurial potential. 
Students will need to be inventive and 
strategic in their thinking; demonstrating 
financial skills to present their ideas.

Law – Crime & Punishment

This session will involve students 
participating in a Citizens Jury, where 
students will be asked to look at real 
issues in the same way as a jury does in a 
courtroom. Students will then have to form 
their argument either for or against and 
present this to the class.

ENTERPRISE & MANAGEMENT

Advertising

Reflecting the importance of content 
marketing for all brands, this session will 
focus on developing a campaign plan 
including marketing, advertising and public 
relations. Responding to a client brief, 
students will consider competition, target 
audience and positioning a product.

Business – Peter Jones 
Enterprise Academy

The Peter Jones Enterprise Academy is the 
flagship programme of the FFE and exists 
to bring the boardroom into the classroom. 
The Academy aims to equip future 
generations of entrepreneurs and business 
leaders with the skills and mind set to run 
their own businesses, or add real value to 
organisations that recruit them.

Travel & Tourism

Students will explore the world of travel and 
tourism and discover the variety of careers 
available in the industry. The interactive 
session incorporates role-play to examine 
customer service and problem solving.

Math – Manage your finances

Students will experience managing 
finances with money they receive from 
the government, part-time work, and 
sometimes very unexpected sources of 
income. Students have to weigh up whether 
to save or spend.

We are always keen to visit your students during Assembly 
slots, workshops and other career focused days. To book your 
session please contact our schools outreach team at:
Email :  schools@sgmc.ac.uk |  Tel :  0208 523 3455


